Man of the House (Ashley Date)

Begin

Ashley Date: Text her on Saturday between 19:00-19:30

- Select dress (For Photo Gallery, 4 pictures with sexy red dress and 4 pictures with sweater dress)

- She looks:
  - Nervous => Hug
  - Hot => kiss lips
  - Happy => Kiss check

- Give her a teddy, buy it in shop near the house

- For the movie if she say she wants to watch something fun pick the 1st option, if she say something she likes pick the 2nd, any other thing pick the 3rd.

- Food:
  - Cold and sweet = Chocolate ice cream
  - Hot and salty => Hot dog
  - Sweet and crunchy => Popcorn
  - Salty and crunchy => Nachos

- Drink:
  - Cold and sweet => Coke
  - Plain and simple => Water
  - Surprise me => Wine
  - Warm and sweet => Hot chocolate

Your opinion of the movie: This one is my favorite! Because you need to pay attention here to the question she asks you, because this is more of a grammar quiz than anything haha.

If she asks "what do you think?", responding with "I like it too!" or "Nah..." doesn't make grammatical sense, right?
So if she asks what do you think, respond with "It's okay I guess, but..."

The other two are pretty obvious given how she is reacting to the movie before she asks for your opinion.

you get 2 stars if you welcome her correctly
you get 1 star for kissing
you get 1 star for teddy bear
you get 2 stars if you get the food (1) and drink (1) correctly
you get 1 star if you say correctly how is the movie
you get 2 stars for leg